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item no. Length Color EAN MSRP (19%)

13830 50 cm Black 4003635138304 395.00 €

13832 75 cm Black 4003635138328 439.00 €

13831 1 m Black 4003635138311 494.00 €

13833 1.25 m Black 4003635138335 549.00 €

13834 1.50 m Black 4003635138342 604.00 €

13835 1.75 m Black 4003635138359 637.00 €

13836 2 m Black 4003635138366 659.00 €

BRILLIANT NF AUDIO CABLE SET 
WITH RCA PLUG
BLACK CONNECTION MASTER
1 PAIR

Very exclusive analogue cinch cable for cabling high-quality home hi-fi and home-
cinema systems. The inner conductor‘s revolutionary design ensures previously 
unheard of low intrinsic resistances with extremely high levels of purity. Even the 
monocrystalline transitions in the cast HPOCC are filled with pure silver during the 
„Silver Gap HPOCC“ production process. This produces an almost seamless structure 
in the conductor and creates the ideal electrical conditions for the transmission of 
signals. Full-metal silicone-pin screw plugs plated with 24-carat gold connect this 
valuable inner conductor practically resistance-free to any type of audio component 
in home hi-fi or home-cinema systems. The high technical requirements are also 
satisfied by the cable‘s exterior: The plugs‘ exteriors have been fitted with genuine 
leather and are really pleasant to handle.

Connector material  High-quality fabric sheathing 

Bending radius  60 mm

Inner conductor material  HPOCC® – mono-crystalline oxygen-free copper inner 
conductor 

cable geometry  Round 

Shielding  Quadruple shielding 

Shielding construction  2 x aluminium foil + 2 x copper braiding 

Features  30 years warranty, Made in Germany, silicon-pin-technolo-
gy, Reliable contact, 24kt gold plated contacts  

cable material  Robust plastic sheathing, Coat with leather look 

Cable diameter  7,5 mm

SIGNAL DIRECTION2xCinch

Bi-Directional


